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A Webinar presented by Ceridian

2024 Enhanced CPP/QPP Phase II 
and QPP Changes

January 26, 2024



This presentation is designed to assist Powerpay customers with understanding Phase 
II of the enhanced CPP/QPP program and Powerpay reporting changes effective 
January 1, 2024, along with changes to the QPP program that employers should be 
aware of.  

Introduction



1. What is the Enhanced CPP/QPP, Phase II?

2. Powerpay eCPP/eQPP reporting changes for 2024 

3. Québec QPP program changes for 2024 

4. How to update employee records in Powerpay for QPP changes

Topics



Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II



• The CPP/QPP enhancement is a change to the existing CPP/QPP contributions designed to provide better 
retirement benefits to Canadians through gradual increases to CPP/QPP contributions phased-in over a 7-year 
period

• The enhancement acts as a top-up to the existing, or base, plan, and will increase CPP/QPP benefits from 
replacing 25% of an employee’s eligible pensionable income to 33.33%

• Phase I of the enhancement started January 2019 with annual contribution rate increases through 2023, where 
employees now contribute a base contribution plus a first contribution for enhanced CPP/QPP

* CPP: 4.95% is attributed to the base plan and 1% is attributed to enhanced CPP, which is also used in calculating a 
reduction to taxable income, rather than the tax credit provided by base plan contributions, effective January 2023

* QPP: 5.40% is attributed to the base plan and 1% is attributed to enhanced QPP, which is also used in calculating a 
reduction to taxable income, rather than the tax credit provided by base plan contributions, effective January 2023

Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II
What is enhanced CPP/QPP1?

1. “Canada Pension Plan enhancement" , May 2023, https://www.canada.ca/en/services/benefits/publicpensions/cpp/cpp-enhancement.html



• Starting in 2024, contributions will be deducted on earnings above Year’s Maximum Pensionable Earnings 
(YMPE) up to a newly created second annual earnings limit - Year’s Additional Maximum Pensionable Earnings 
(YAMPE), which will be ~7% more than YMPE ($73,200 for 2024)

• Employees earning income above YMPE ($68,500 for 2024) will contribute an additional 4% on earnings 
between the YMPE and YAMPE, referred to as the second CPP/QPP contribution (CPP2/QPP2)

• As with the base CPP/QPP contributions, employers will be required to contribute a matching employer 
contribution equal to the employee’s second CPP/QPP contribution when completing their source deduction 
remittances for each period

Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II
2024 eCPP/eQPP Phase II



Example of second contribution - CPP:

Employee earning $100,000 a year

Pensionable earnings up to YMPE $68,500

- Annual CPP Exemption $  3,500

Contributory earnings $65,000

X 2024 CPP Rate 5.95%

CPP Contribution $3,867.50

Additional Pensionable earnings up to YAMPE $   4,700

X 2024 Second CPP Rate 4.00%

Second CPP Contribution (CPP2) $188.00

Total Employee CPP Contributions:

CPP Contribution $3,867.50

Second CPP Contribution (CPP2) $    188.00

Total CPP Contribution (2024) $4,055.50

CPP Source Deduction Remittances:

Employee CPP Contributions $4,055.50

Employer CPP Contributions $4,055.50

Total CPP Remittance $8,111.00

Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II
2024 eCPP/eQPP Phase II



Example of second contribution - QPP:

Employee earning $100,000 a year

Pensionable earnings up to YMPE $68,500

- Annual QPP Exemption $  3,500

Contributory earnings $65,000

X 2024 QPP Rate 6.40%

QPP Contribution $4,160.00

Additional Pensionable earnings up to YAMPE* $   4,700

X 2024 Second QPP Rate 4.00%

Second QPP Contribution (QPP2) $188.00

Total Employee QPP Contributions:

QPP Contribution $4,160.00

Second QPP Contribution (QPP2) $    188.00

Total QPP Contribution (2024) $4,348.00

QPP Source Deduction Remittances:

Employee QPP Contributions $4,348.00

Employer QPP Contributions $4,348.00

Total QPP Remittance $8,696.00

Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II
2024 eCPP/eQPP Phase II

*Additional Pensionable earnings up to YAMPE = YAMPE – YMPE 
 $73,200 - $68,500 = $4,700



• 2024 T4/RL-1s will include new boxes to report the second CPP/QPP contribution separate from the base + first 
contribution currently reported to T4 Box 16/17 (16A/17A) and RL-1 Box B/B.A (B.B)

Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II
2024 eCPP/eQPP Phase II



• Program updates for CPP/QPP rates, YMPEs and tax calculations for the second contribution for eCPP/eQPP 
will be completed automatically by Ceridian for the January 2024 changes

• Remittance payments submitted by Ceridian on behalf of customers will automatically include the employer 
contributions to second CPP and QPP once these contributions apply

• 2024 T4/RL-1s will include the new boxes for reporting the second contribution for eCPP and eQPP.  The new 
box on the T4 will be included on the 2023 T4, but will only be a placeholder for the required reporting effective 
2024

• Be prepared to answer questions, if they arise:

• Second contributions do not apply to employees earning less than YMPE

• Employees earning more than YMPE may notice that they contribute for a longer period in the year 
before reaching the maximum for the year at which point CPP/QPP contributions stop

Enhanced CPP/QPP (eCPP/eQPP), Phase II
What does this mean for employers?



2024 Powerpay 
eCPP/eQPP reporting 
changes



2024 Powerpay eCPP/eQPP Reporting Changes
Standard Reports Package (Payroll Register)

The Payroll Register Summary, Government Remittance Summary and employee Pay Statements will include 
CPP/QPP and CPP2/QPP2 contributions as a combined total under the CPP/QPP heading.



2024 Québec QPP Changes



• On Mar 21, 2023, Québec Finance released its 2023-2024 Budget Plan2 which included the following changes 
to QPP that will take effect January 1, 2024:

1. New age limit for QPP – contributions to QPP will cease as of January 1 of the year in which a worker 
reaches age 73

2. QPP opt-out election - workers aged 65 or over who are already in receipt of a CPP or QPP pension 
will have the option to stop paying QPP contributions by filing an Election to Stop Contributing to the 
QPP, or Revocation of an Election (form RR-50-V)

Québec – QPP changes
New QPP age limit and opt-out elections

2. “Budget 2023-2024 A Committed Québec" , March 2023, p. B.72, http://www.finances.gouv.qc.ca/Budget_and_update/budget/documents/Budget2324_BudgetPlan.pdf

https://www.revenuquebec.ca/en/online-services/forms-and-publications/current-details/rr-50-v/
https://www.revenuquebec.ca/en/online-services/forms-and-publications/current-details/rr-50-v/


How to update employee 
records in Powerpay for 
QPP changes



People > People List > Compensation

Québec – QPP Employee Profile Changes
Québec employees reaching age 73 in the year (starting Jan 2024) – Powerpay People

Adjust the Employee Profile for PP1 of the year the employee will turn 73 (beginning January 2024 and 
repeating January of each subsequent year).



Payroll > Hire/Profile > Employee Profile

Québec – QPP Employee Profile Changes
Québec employees reaching age 73 in the year (starting Jan 2024)

Adjust the Employee Profile for PP1 of the year the employee will turn 73 (beginning January 2024 and 
repeating January of each subsequent year).



People > People List > Compensation

Québec – QPP Employee Profile Changes
Québec employees who have submitted an election to stop contributing to QPP – Powerpay People

Adjust the Employee Profile in the first pay of the month following when the form is submitted (i.e., form 
submitted by employee February 2024, update the Employee Profile for the first pay of March 2024).



Payroll > Hire/Profile > Employee Profile

Québec – QPP Employee Profile Changes
Québec employees who have submitted an election to stop contributing to QPP

Adjust the Employee Profile in the first pay of the month following when the form is submitted (i.e., form 
submitted by employee February 2024, update the Employee Profile for the first pay of March 2024).



Where the employee’s CPP/QPP Status is updated retroactively (i.e., employee turning 73 in the 
year, profile updated in PP3 in February instead of PP1 in January), any contributions made 
during the period they should have been exempt can be refunded to the employee within the 
same year. Remittances will be reduced by these amounts and the employer contributions.

Québec – QPP Refunds (if required)
Refunding QPP contributions (same year) for Québec employees when Profile changes are applied 
retroactively
Payroll > Regular Payment > Statutory Deductions



• Powerpay Home (Info Centre)

• Powerpay Help (articles)

• National Payroll Institute (NPI)

• Canada Revenue Agency

• Retraite Québec

Resources

https://payroll.ca/
https://www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency/services/tax/businesses/topics/payroll/calculating-deductions/making-deductions/second-additional-cpp-contribution-rates-maximums.html
https://www.rrq.gouv.qc.ca/en/programmes/regime_rentes/modifications-apportees-regime-rentes-quebec/Pages/modifications-apportees-regime-rentes-quebec.aspx
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